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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Thermaltronics to Exhibit with Distributor (Adopt SMT) at SMT/Hybrid/Packaging 2018
NEW YORK ⎯ May 2018 ⎯ Thermaltronics, a manufacturer of soldering systems incorporating the
unique Curie Point technology, have appointed Adopt SMT as the exclusive distributor of the new
Thermaltronics Soldering Robot in Germany. They will exhibit the new Thermaltronics robot, TMTR9800S, in Hall 4A, Booth 458 and 460, at the upcoming SMT/Hybrid/Packaging show scheduled to
take place June 5-7, 2018 at the Messe in Nuremberg,
Germany.
Additionally, Adopt SMT will have the full range of soldering
products on display at their two booths.
The TMT-R9800S incorporates features and benefits not found
on other soldering robots, including:
• Six Axis system
• Dual arm capability
• Fiducial marks
• Dynamic laser height control
• Enhanced software
• 360-degree rotation on base plate
Erhard Hofmann, Managing Director of Adopt SMT, said, “Compared to other soldering robots, the
TMT-R9800S is more advanced and yet still very well priced against less capable systems.”
For more information, stop by one of Adopt SMT’s TWO booths at SMT Nuremberg, or visit
http://www.thermaltronics.com to learn more.
*END*
About Thermaltronics
Thermaltronics is a manufacturer and supplier of a wide range of Soldering Products & Accessories used in the
electronics manufacturing industry. Design and development is undertaken in the USA and Australia, with final
production taking place in a customized manufacturing facility, incorporating specialized equipment and in
accordance with recognized international standards of quality and compliance.
In addition to the modern factory, Thermaltronics maintains an office & warehouse in New York State, commercial
offices in Hong Kong and a Distribution Sales Office in Perth Australia.
Thermaltronics embraces both strict quality control and conformance with International Manufacturing Standards,
is compliant with ISO 9000 & ISO 14000 and holds certification in TuV, GS, NRTL & CE.
Product warranties are among the best in the industry and distribution of the company’s products is available
worldwide.

